ENTERPRISE STOCK PHOTOGRAPHY POLICY
Updated July 2021
The Enterprise Stock Photography Policy:
Using Preferred Suppliers and Centralizing Storage of J&J Licensed Images
The Enterprise Stock Photography Policy has been established to direct Johnson & Johnson colleagues on how to select
and license images for internal and external use. Under the policy, colleagues are required to use our preferred
suppliers, Getty Images and Shutterstock Premier, for all their stock photography needs. In addition, J&J
colleagues can find the Enterprise Stock Photography Library at https://dam.jnj, to access images previously licensed by
J&J companies, some of which are available for use without additional license fees, as indicated in the image details
found in the Library.
We use images in promotions, presentations, newsletters and more to help tell stories to the many stakeholders we
engage with every day. While there are endless resources on the Internet for downloading images – Flickr, Google
Images, Imgur, etc. – many of these images are unavailable for lawful use by commercial entities such as J&J. Our
contracts with our preferred suppliers are broad and ensure that images we license from those suppliers can be used for
our many business purposes. Getty offers image pricing based on image size and Shutterstock offers tiered pricing
depending on whether the image will be used on packaging. While you may find “cheaper” images available for purchase
or license on the internet, those images do not come with the backing of and same broad pre-negotiated license terms
that are provided by our preferred suppliers. In addition to stock photography, you may be able to meet any needs for
royalty-free, stock music and video through Getty and Shutterstock (which may be particularly helpful when preparing your
Burke Award entries!)
Images are protected by copyright, which grants the photographer or artist the right to control who can use the image and
how much to charge for a license. These rights exist even if there is no copyright notice ©. Just because an image is
available on the internet, doesn’t make it available for use by J&J. Using an image without obtaining the proper license
puts both our colleagues and the company at risk for a copyright infringement claim, which could result in monetary
damages awards far greater than the fees for a license.
Colleagues are responsible for obtaining any necessary rights from the owner and subjects of the images they
use. Our contracts with Getty Images and Shutterstock Premier help us to do just that. In addition, we are able to manage
the images for which we have acquired rights in one central location, making it easier for colleagues to leverage existing
images, while reducing future costs and strengthening Johnson & Johnson’s brand. Although our contracts with Getty
and Shutterstock provide for royalty free, global usage in perpetuity, for any J&J entity, always confirm usage
rights by examining the scope of rights for the image, which can be found by viewing the image’s meta data in
the Enterprise Stock Library. In addition, if the image includes an identifiable person, there are limitations on how
such an image may be leveraged. When in doubt, you can always contact our Getty1 or Shutterstock2 Account
Representative to confirm the scope of the existing license.
Our agencies can also leverage our Getty and Shutterstock agreements on our behalf, which includes our pre-negotiated
legal terms, and are strongly encouraged to do so. In order to leverage our agreements, our agencies need only contact
our account representatives to set up an account. In all situations where we are using an agency who is sourcing
imagery from a source other than Getty or Shutterstock, ensure (a) that the terms they obtain for us including
perpetual, worldwide, royalty-free rights to use the imagery; and (b) that we have a Master Services Agreement
(MSA) with that agency, which requires the agency to indemnify us in the event that imagery they source for us is
not properly and fully licensed. If the MSA with the agency does not contain such indemnity language, or if they are
unable to obtain perpetual, worldwide, royalty-free rights to the imagery, then the agency must source the stock
photography through our Getty or Shutterstock accounts. In addition, small/ independent agencies, including those with
less than five years of experience working with a Johnson & Johnson affiliate, must leverage the Getty and Shutterstock
agreements for stock photography (even if they have the MSA language).

Please do not upload “comps” (a/k/a complimentary images) to the Library – as these are images that you may be able to
obtain from one of our preferred suppliers for a limited time without charge while you determine whether it meets the
needs of your project but are not intended to be used unless and until a license fee is paid. We recommend using a
watermark over these images (such as the word COMP), so they are not leveraged into a final project.
Finally, please be advised that the terms of our Enterprise agreements with Getty and Shutterstock trump any automated
agreement that may be sent to you after purchase or any click-thru that you may have to agree to in order to access the
royalty-free imagery on their websites, so long as your account is set up under our Enterprise agreement with them. If you
are looking to purchase an image or use a premium service, there may be a separate agreement which needs to be
negotiated.
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Getty Images Representative: Catalina DeHaertig - catalina.dehaertig@gettyimages.com
Shutterstock Representative: Colette Quatrine - cquatrine@shutterstock.com
GETTY IMAGES CONTACT LIST
Territory

Country

Master
Delegate Name

Email

Phone

N.America

Canada

Catalina
DeHaertig - Sr.

catalina.dehaertig@gettyimages.com

Tel. 646-6134041

Australia

Tom Turnbull Dir. Key
Accounts

tom.turnbull@gettyimages.com

Tel. 61
61290042224

New Zealand
Antarctica
Cocos (Keeling)
Islands
Cook Islands
Fiji
Kiribati
Marshall Islands
Niue
Norfolk Island
Pitcairn
Solomon Islands
Tokelau
Tonga
Tuvalu
Vanuatu

Mike Harris - VP
Sales

mike.harris@gettyimages.com

Tel. 44
442032272221
Sydney

Grace Leung –
Sales Manager
Hong Kong
Maribel Dato –
Director of
Sales

Grace.Leung@gettyimages.com

United States
US Outlying Islands
Australasia

China/Asia

LATAM
(except Brazil)

Maribel.Dato@gettyimages.com

Brazil

Brazil

France

Algeria
France
Morocco
Tunisia
FR Southern Terr
French Polynesia
Guadeloupe
Martinique
Mayotte
Monaco
New Caledonia
Reunion
Saint Pierre and
Miquelon
Wallis and Futuna

Andre
Pantaleao
- Director Sales
Anne Boussarie
- VP Sales
Iannis Domon

andre.pantaleao@gettyimages.com.br

Bjorn Johansen
- Senior
Director Key
Accounts

bjorn.johansen@gettyimages.com

Shutterstock Regional Contact List
Country Contact
United States
Colette Quatrine
cquatrine@shutterstock.com
743-756-0025
Canada
Stock Account usage questions & support:
Michelle Bernardes
mbernardes@shutterstock.com
646-721-7900
Shutterstock Regional Contact List: Asia Pacific
Australia
Larisa Conman
lconman@shutterstock.com
+61 497114605
vrodriguez@shutterstock.com
+61 450 726 416
New Zealand

Hong Kong

Singapore
Malaysia
Philippines
Vietnam
Indonesia

Larisa Conman
lconman@shutterstock.com
+61 497114605
SJ Huang sjhuang@shutterstock.com
+65 9139 7008
SJ Huang sjhuang@shutterstock.com
+65 9139 7008
SJ Huang sjhuang@shutterstock.com
+65 9139 7008

anne.boussarie@gettyimages.com
iannis.domon@gettyimages.com

Tel. 33
33155336621
Tel. 33
33155770007
Tel. 47
2032272666

India
Pakistan
Japan
Korea

Taiwan
Mainland China

Anita Narang
anarang@shutterstock.com
+65 9133 0815
Kazu Imai (Shutterstock Reseller Rightsmith) kimai@shutterstock-reseller.com
+81 (0)901804 8114
Jinyoung Lee
jinlee@shutterstock.com
+82 103 647 1732
Jeff Lin (Reseller TPG Images) jeff@tpgimages.com
+886 2 2726 7879
Tina Tian(Reseller Zcool) tina@zcool-mail.com
010-56538600

Shutterstock Regional Contact List: EMEA
Israel
Ayelet Dalal (premium reseller - ASAP)
adala@shutterstock-reseller.com
+972 36320374
Note: Billing can be in the name of ASAP the premium reseller.
Barbados
Alonso Garcia
agarcia@shutterstock.com
(+54) 11 5235 6172
Turkey
Portugal
France
Luxembourg
Maritius

Hungary
Ireland

Belgium
Netherlands

Spain
Egypt Morocco

Didem Yoruk (premium reseller - Didem) dyoruk@shutterstock-reseller.com
+90 532 3085578 Note: Shutterstock handles billing directly for this premium reseller.
Salome Neves sneves@shutterstock.com
1-351-913-722403
Emilie Haenel
ehaenel@shutterstock.com
+33 6 78 41 57 64
Laszlo Gulyas (premium reseller – Puzzle Pix)
lgulyas@shutterstock-reseller.com
+36 70 779 9026
Amal Boulehris aboulehris@shutterstock.com
+49 30 3080 9232
Angelica Zari
azari@shutterstock.com
+44 7765059493
Amal Boulehris
aboulehris@shutterstock.com
+49 30 3080 9232
Angelica Zari
azari@shutterstock.com
+44 7765059493
Raquel Perez rperez@shutterstock.com
+34 685.542.852
Ibrahim Malek (premium reseller – Graphic Tree) imalek@shutterstock-reseller.com

United Arab
Emirates
Greece Italy

Algeria

Albania
Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Croatia
Czech Republic
Estonia
Latvia Lithuania
Poland Romania
Russia Serbia
Slovak Republic

+971504593870
Note: Billing can be in the name of premium partner Graphic Tree
Ilaria Rossi irossi@shutterstock.com
+39 0108 480 425
Angelica Zari
azari@shutterstock.com
+44 7765059493

Tamara Cardone tcardone@shutterstock.com
+39 345 920 3285
Tamara manages premium resellers in market.
Note: For Czech Republic, Bulgaria, Slovakia, Slovenia billing can be in the name of the premium
partner Uepa-Alpha.

Shutterstock Regional Contact List: LATAM
Costa Rica
Alonso Garcia
Dominican
agarcia@shutterstock.com
Republic
(+54) 11 5235 6172
Ecuador
El Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Mexico Panama
Paraguay Peru
Uruguay
Venezuela
Colombia
Greenfon Group Noemy Torres Vajos
ntorresv@shutterstock-reseller.com (+57-)1-560-3161

Argentina

Tekal Stock Tere Lopez
tlopes@shutterstock-reseller.com (+54)1147956718
Note Note: Billing can be in the name of premium partner Studio Tekal S.A.

Chile

Chikal Stock Laria Culeac
lculeac@shutterstock-reseller.com
Tel: +56 (9) 44089914
Note: Billing can be in the name of premium partner Chikal Stock S.P.A

Brazil

Luciano Oliveira loliveira@shutterstock.com +55 11 99813-1218

